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The analysis and design of advance and complex photonic integrated circuit is an art that have to
take into account subtle aspects, technological details, tricks and skills that expert in the filed
accumulate in years of activity. Well aware that in a short time it is impossible to cover
exhaustively the various aspects related to technologies, passive and active devices, linear and non
linear, and so on, the aim of this lecture is to consider with some detail aspects apparently trivial or
negligible that can have a large impact on the overall performance of the entire circuits.
The topics include aspects related to the index contrast and effective and group index with a
comparison between technologies, the surface of the waveguide, backscatter, crosstalk and
attenuation. Rings resonators will be treated in detail, starting from an historical survey and going
through the theory and applications with potentials and limits. The combination of basic building
blocks towards the design of complex circuit will be considered with an introduction towards circuit
analysis and synthesis. The effect of tolerances will be introduced and simple consideration on
robust design, statistical analysis and yield estimation mentioned.
Several arguments have the scope and are essential to introduce the other lectures.
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